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[^1]: This paper, which was originally written for our pages, has been placed at our disposal by the Inspector-General of Hospitals, Indian Service. As the record contained some strong remarks regarding the rations provided for officers,---the author considered it best to submit it for the information of the military authorities on the spot in the first instance. The representation thus made was promptly attended to, and the commissariat provided fresh meat, beef, gyal and fowls, in place of the beef which Dr. Harvey shows was so bad as to be positively a cause of disease. In a paragraph of the *Lancet* of February 17th the commissariat arrangements are pronounced \"execrable.\" We have no hesitation in characterising this verdict as unjust and incorrect. All the evidence we have seen or heard goes to show that, with one or two exceptions, promptly remedied when brought to notice, the commissariat arrangements have been all that could be desired or expected under such very difficult circumstances.---\[Eds; *I. M. G.*\]
